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[1] We present a study of interplanetary coronal mass ejection (ICME) propagation to Earth and Mars.
Because of the significant space weather hazard posed by ICMEs, understanding and predicting their
arrival and impact at Mars is important for current and future robotic and manned missions to the
planet. We compare running ENLILv2.6 with coronal mass ejection (CME) input parameters from both a
manual and an automated method. We analyze shock events identified at Mars in Mars Global Surveyor
data in 2001 and 2003, when Earth and Mars were separated by <80° in heliocentric longitude. The
shocks identified at Mars were also identified at Earth, and the majority of the shock sources were
identified through the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory–Large Angle and Spectrometric
Coronagraph catalogue. We find that arrival times predicted by the two methods at both planets are
statistically similar, dynamic pressures predicted when using the automated method are better, and the
automated method tends to underestimate both CME width and speed. Using the location of the related
flare as the CME direction did not improve results. In addition, changing the CME speed toward the
plane‐of‐sky speed at 20 RS improves the match to observations, mainly because the speed found by the
automated method is underestimated. The time lapse between the shock arrival at Earth and Mars, for
the events studied here, is shorter than expected from simulations, and the presence of high speed
streams can enable an ICME to arrive almost simultaneously at Earth and Mars. This work will be
applied to improve the input parameter methods for ENLIL.
Citation: Falkenberg, T. V., A. Taktakishvili, A. Pulkkinen, S. Vennerstrom, D. Odstrcil, D. Brain, G. Delory, and
D. Mitchell (2011), Evaluating predictions of ICME arrival at Earth and Mars, Space Weather, 9, S00E12,
doi:10.1029/2011SW000682.
1. Introduction
[2] Interplanetary coronal mass ejections (ICMEs) are
one of the most important drivers of space weather. In
addition to posing a hazard for near‐Earth systems,
ICMEs contribute to dramatic changes in interplanetary
and planetary radiation environment conditions. Conse-
quently, ICMEs pose a hazard to both manned and robotic
planetary missions. Understanding ICME propagation
through the solar system, and being able to model this
process realistically, is thus important for future spacecraft
design, and for possible manned missions. Due to the
possible future manned missions to the planet particularly
the effects of space weather at Mars are of interest.
Understanding the radiation environment at Mars, and in
the interplanetary medium between the Earth and Mars,
is crucial for mitigating the biological hazard posed by the
solar activity.
[3] One heliospheric model providing the possibility of
ICME propagation, combined with the background solar
wind features, such as high‐speed streams and current
sheet crossings, is the ENLIL model. The ENLIL version
currently available at the Community Coordinated Mod-
eling Center (CCMC) is version 2.6 (ENLILv2.6), which is
the model we will use for this study. ENLILv2.6 requires
input regarding the CME disturbance (time, location,
width, speed, density and temperature) at the model’s
inner boundary of 21.5 solar radii (RS). The majority of
inputs (time, location, width and speed) can be inferred
from the SOHO/LASCO (Large Angle and Spectrometric
Coronagraph on board the Solar and Heliospheric
Observatory [Brueckner et al., 1995]) 2D images from the C2
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or C3 telescope. The STEREO A and B satellites provide
stereo images of solar events, providing a more depend-
able estimate of CME parameters, however not many
large scale events have occurred since the launch in
October 2006.
[4] Using 2D images to determine parameters of a 3D
structure, potentially causes projection effects [Burkepile et al.,
2004; Schwenn et al., 2005; Vršnak et al., 2007] and is more
efficient in some cases than others. However, 2D SOHO/
LASCO images in many cases provide the only available
constraints, and are therefore often the basis of techniques
developed to determine input parameters for CME models
[Zhao et al., 2002; Michałek et al., 2003; Xie et al., 2004;
Pulkkinen et al., 2010]. The manual method presented by Xie
et al. [2004], which builds on the method presented by Zhao
et al. [2002], has often been used in combination with ENLIL,
validating the simulations against near‐Earth satellite data
[Taktakishvili et al., 2009; Falkenberg et al., 2010; Vršnak et al.,
2010] and near‐Earth and near‐Mars satellite data in com-
bination [Falkenberg et al., 2011]. The method presented by
Pulkkinen et al. [2010] is an automated method, relying on
digital image analysis rather than a manually determined
image analysis, giving the advantage of possible fully
automated modeling systems.
[5] Pulkkinen et al. [2010] compared the input parameters
extracted using their technique to those of Xie et al. [2004],
finding good correspondence, and Taktakishvili et al. [2011]
compared the effects of the two different input parameter
sets when using ENLIL, finding an average error of 6.9 h for
the manual method and 11.2 h for the automated method.
Falkenberg et al. [2011] also compared the performance of
the two different input parameter sets in combination with
ENLILv2.6 for a study of one event that encountered both
Earth and Mars. They found that neither technique ade-
quately predicted the direction of the ICME, inferred
directly from the in situ observations at Earth and Mars,
but found that the automated method found a better esti-
mation of the initial speed of the CME for the event studied
(17 November 2001 halo event).
[6] Generally fast and massive CMEs are related to
intense flares [Yashiro et al., 2006; Vršnak et al., 2007], and it
is an open question whether the flare location can provide
a better estimate of the general direction of the CME than
analysis of SOHO/LASCO data. Falkenberg et al. [2011]
found that the direction of the ICME for a single
event was better estimated by the flare location than the
direction given by either the Pulkkinen et al. [2010] or the
Xie et al. [2004] method. Temmer et al. [2009] also found
the location of related flares to be a good estimation of the
ICME direction. Gopalswamy et al. [2007] presented a sta-
tistical study of the geoeffectiveness of halo events at Earth
based on their related flare locations. They found that 75%
of the disk halos and 60% of limb halos are geoeffective,
underscoring the importance of frontside halo CMEs in
causing space weather effects and indicating that halo
events are very wide. However, finding an accurate esti-
mate of the initial direction of the ICME may not be suf-
ficient for ensuring that propagationmodels are successful.
Recent STEREO observations have shown that ICMEsmay
be deflected latitudinally, instead of just propagating
radially [Kilpua et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Pomoell et al.,
2010; Byrne et al., 2010], confirming the results of earlier
studies [Wei and Dryer, 1991; Filippov et al., 2001; Cremades
et al., 2006]. Longitudinal deflections on the order of 30°
were also found by Wang et al. [2004, 2006] and Shen et al.
[2009], where fast ICMEs tend to be deflected eastward
with the IMF Parker spiral and slower ICMEs are de-
flected against the IMF Parker spiral. These studies
indicate that ICMEs may change direction during prop-
agation, so that assuming radial propagation from their
point of origin may not be valid in all cases.
[7] All detected CMEs by SOHO/LASCO are collected
in the online SOHO/LASCO catalogue [Gopalswamy et al.,
2009; Yashiro et al., 2004], providing the possibility of
identifying the CME sources of geoeffective events and
events effective at Mars, based on expected travel time to
the planets and their estimated initial speeds. The esti-
mated initial speeds in the SOHO/LASCO catalogue are
plane‐of‐sky speeds, however this speed has often been
applied in models with good results, assuming that the
radial expansion is approximately equal to the lateral
expansion close to the Sun [Gopalswamy et al., 2000, 2001;
González‐Esparza et al., 2003].
[8] In this study we test the input parameter methods
presented by Xie et al. [2004] and Pulkkinen et al. [2010] by
running ENLILv2.6 model simulations with the input
parameters obtained. We perform simulations of 15 CMEs,
based on shock events identified in MGS (Mars Global
Surveyor) data at Mars when Earth and Mars are sepa-
rated by less than 80° heliocentric longitude. We then try
to identify the shocks in near‐Earth OMNI data if possible.
We also perform simulations using the flare locations as
indicators of the initial direction of the CME, and estimate
for each simulation whether changing the initial speed
toward the plane‐of‐sky speed listed in the SOHO/LASCO
catalogue would improve the simulations. We do not aim
to achieve the best simulation possible by tweaking of
parameters, and only the parameters found from the two
techniques are altered, so all remaining parameters out-
side those found by the input parameter methods (time,
direction, width and speed) are kept at their standard
values.
[9] Applying multipoint observations in model valida-
tion provides a better estimate of the performance of the
model, as it is relatively easy to achieve a good repro-
duction of data at one heliospheric location, while much
more difficult to achieve a good reproduction of data at
two locations simultaneously [Falkenberg et al., 2011]. We
therefore test all the simulations presented in this study
against both OMNI data from the near‐Earth environ-
ment and MGS data at Mars, increasing our ability to
estimate the performance of the input parameter method,
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and allowing us to perform statistics on shock events
encountering both Mars and Earth.
2. Event List
[10] Our event list is based on ICME events identified at
Mars from MGS data, when Earth and Mars were sepa-
rated by less than 80° in heliocentric longitude. MGS
operated in a continuous mapping orbit from 1999 to 2006.
For this study we concentrate on events identified in 2001
and 2003 (Table 1). In order to identify an ICME event, we
look for shock signatures in both the magnetometer data
and the background particle data from the Electron
Reflectometer (ER) on MGS.
[11] The magnetometer data is converted to magnetic
pressure by first estimating the magnetic field intensity at
the subsolar point, in the manner described by Brain et al.
[2005], and then converting from magnetic field intensity,
B, to pressure (Pmag) by using Pmag = B
2
20
(where m0 is the
vacuum permeability given by 4p · 10−7 H m−1). The mag-
netic pressure is then assumed to be a proxy for the solar
wind dynamic pressure, Pdyn. The validity of the pressure
proxy relies on pressure conservations throughout the
Martian system (demonstrated byDubinin et al. [2008]), and
the magnetic pileup region being dominated by magnetic
pressure and the solar wind being dominated by dynamic
pressure. This assumption appears to be valid during quiet
times [Vennerstrom et al., 2003; Crider et al., 2003], but it has
also been used for ICMEs with credible results [Falkenberg
et al., 2011]. Figure 1 shows the maximum obtained values
for dynamic pressure at Mars for the events treated here,
against the maximum values measured near Earth for the
same events. This indicates that the Martian pressure
proxy is in fact a reasonable estimate of the dynamic
pressure in the solar wind, and is at least of the correct
order of magnitude. The magnetic intensity at the subsolar
point (and therefore the pressure proxy) is calculated once
per orbit of MGS around Mars, with a resulting cadence of
about 2 h.
[12] The ER instrument, though meant to measure
electrons, is penetrated by solar energetic particles above
∼30 MeV, giving rise to high background levels in the
instrument data [Brain, 2006; Brain et al., 2011; Falkenberg
et al., 2011]. We use the ER data from the three highest
energy channels (∼11, 14 and 18 keV) as indicators of the
background count rate. A shock front, if present, is evident
as a sudden increase in this count rate caused by Solar
Energetic Particles (SEPs) arriving with the shock.
Figure 1. The maximum dynamic pressure measured by satellites near Earth during ICME arrival
against the maximum value of the pressure proxy measured by MGS at Mars. Green line indicates
1/r2 propagation of the dynamic pressure at Earth to Mars (i.e., scaling the density by 1/r2), as found
by Vennerstrom et al. [2003] and Crider et al. [2003] for times of quiet solar wind. The value of r used is
1.45 AU. Values are listed in Table 1. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the points, and “p‐val”
is the probability of achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly distributed points.
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[13] We define a shock at Mars as a simultaneous jump
in the pressure proxy of at least 2 nPa and at least 50 in the
ER background count rate. Using these criteria 16 shocks
events were found at Mars during the periods in 2001 and
2003 when Earth and Mars were separated by less than 80°
in heliocentric longitude. These are listed in Table 1. These
events were then identified at Earth, if possible, by
searching for shocks in OMNI velocity and density data
and GOES particle data within 1.5 days before the shock
arrival at Mars (also listed in Table 1). The OMNI data,
provided and maintained by NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center’s National Space Science Data Center, is composed
of ACE, WIND and Geotail (in the periods analyzed here)
satellite data. The dynamic pressure at Earth is calculated
from the velocity and density satellite data using Pdyn = N *
mp * v
2, where N is the number density, mp is the proton
mass and v is the velocity. The ratio of helium in the
number density is not taken into consideration. All values
are read manually from data plots.
[14] We then used the SOHO/LASCO catalogue
[Gopalswamy et al., 2009; Yashiro et al., 2004] to identify the
CME source of the observed shocks (listed in Table 2),
sometimes obtaining multiple candidates for each shock.
21 CMEs were found, hereunder 14 halo CMEs, 5 partial
halo (p.halo) CMEs and two nonhalo CMEs. 20 of 21
CMEs have assumably related flares. The source of two of
the shock events from Table 1 could not be identified and
are marked in grey. The CMEs in Table 2 were then
modeled using ENLILv2.6, applying two different meth-
ods for finding input parameters, described in section 4.
These input parameter methods only work under certain
conditions, i.e., halo CMEs and fairly isolated CME events,
and the events marked in grey in Table 2 could therefore
not be modeled. This left only 13 identified shocks at Mars
and a total of 15 CMEs to be modeled, i.e., Events 1
through 8 and 10 through 14 in Table 1.
3. ENLILv2.6
[15] The ENLIL model is available for online runs at the
Community Coordinated Modeling Center (CCMC) at
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. ENLIL [Odstrcil and
Pizzo, 1999; Odstrcil et al., 2004] is a 3D time‐dependent
MHD solar wind model, capable of propagating features,
representing CMEs, in a cone‐like manner through a
realistic model of the solar wind. ENLIL can be run
without a CME or with up to 5 CMEs in one run, which
spans one Carrington Rotation (CR). As input for the
background solar wind ENLIL uses output from either the
Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS [Riley
et al., 2006]) or the Wang‐Sheely Arge (WSA [Arge and
Pizzo, 2000]) model. MAS is a full 3D MHD model of the
corona and WSA uses both a combination of potential
field and current sheet models. Both takes input from
magnetograms, giving the features of the background
solar wind at the inner boundary of ENLIL, namely 21.5
solar radii (RS). For this study we used ENLIL version 2.6
(ENLILv2.6) available at CCMC. This is a slightly simpli-
fied version of the full ENLIL model. We ran the model
with input from the WSA version 1.6 using Mount Wilson
Observatory (MWO) magnetograms. For a few CRs,
namely 1975 and 1984, this information was not available
and the model was run using the MAS model instead,
affecting events 3, 6 and 7 in Table 2. MAS uses synoptic
magnetograms from the National Solar Observatory
(NSO) as input. All the runs performed for this study are
available through the CCMC Web site at ccmc.gsfc.nasa.
gov.
[16] ENLIL has previously been verified against data
recorded near‐Earth [Falkenberg et al., 2010; Taktakishvili et
al., 2009, 2011; Lee et al., 2009], and does quite well at
predicting arrival times and major solar wind parameters
near‐Earth. A detailed event study was also previously
performed, by Falkenberg et al. [2011], using the ENLILv2.6
model and verifying it against data from both Mars and
Earth.
[17] The input parameters for the CME in ENLILv2.6 are
those of time, speed, density, temperature, direction and
angular width. ENLILv2.6 does not include a magnetic
cloud in the CME (see Falkenberg et al. [2010] and
Taktakishvili et al. [2010] for an extensive description of
input parameters and their effects on the model). The
majority of these inputs (i.e., time, speed, direction and
angular width) can be inferred from SOHO/LASCO
images in two different ways described in section 4. The
standard values were used for the remaining ICME input
parameters, namely 1200 cm3 for density and 0.8 · 106 K for
temperature.
4. Methods of Finding Input Parameters
for ENLILv2.6
[18] There are two main methods of finding input
parameters for the CME disturbance fed into ENLIL,
based on SOHO/LASCO images from the C3 corono-
graph. A manual method presented by Xie et al. [2004],
which was used, e.g., by Falkenberg et al. [2010, 2011] and
Taktakishvili et al. [2009], and a newer, automated method
described by Pulkkinen et al. [2010], which was used by
Falkenberg et al. [2011] and Taktakishvili et al. [2011]. These
are described in more detail below.
4.1. Manual Method
[19] We refer to the method presented by Xie et al. [2004],
as the manual method, where consecutive SOHO/LASCO
images are used to infer the time, width, direction and
speed of a CME. Using two SOHO/LASCO C3 white‐light
running difference images, ellipses are drawn around the
outline of the CME. The CME shows up as a large white
expanding structure. The ellipses are drawn as to contain
the entire area assumably related to the CME, and so that
at least one axis of the ellipse passes through the center of
the Sun [see Xie et al., 2004, Figure 4]. A perfect cone is
then fitted to these ellipses, based on the assumption that
the CME will propagate and expand in a cone‐like man-
ner, providing speed, direction and width at any given
FALKENBERG ET AL.: INPUT PARAMETERS FOR ENLIL S00E12S00E12
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point. The method estimates the radial speed of the CME,
calculated by using the time stamps of the running dif-
ference images.
[20] This method is exclusive to halo and partial halo
CMEs as the CME is needed to expand on both sides of
the Sun in the SOHO/LASCO C3 images. The method
also requires ellipses rather than circles, as the solution
will not be unique if circles are drawn. This artificially
excludes the possibility that a CME originated at W00N00.
The drawing of the ellipses is also highly subjective as it
depends on the users estimate of what features are related
to the CME.
[21] The input parameters obtained from the manual
method are listed in Table 3. In this study, all the manual
method parameters were extracted by A. Taktakishvili for
consistency with the studies presented by Taktakishvili
et al. [2009] and Pulkkinen et al. [2010]. All parameters
were extracted at the location of the inner boundary of
ENLILv2.6, i.e., 21.5 RS.
4.2. Automated Method
[22] We refer to the method presented by Pulkkinen et al.
[2010] as the automated method. It also builds on con-
secutive SOHO/LASCO images to infer time, width,
direction and speed of a CME, but here the analysis is
done automatically and is therefore independent of the
person performing the analysis. At least two SOHO/
LASCO C3 white‐light running difference images are put
through an image analysis routine [see Pulkkinen et al.,
2010, Figure 2], in which (1) the contrast of the image is
adjusted (added) by linearly mapping the original values
to values covering the full gray scale intensity range, (2)
the image is filtered using a median filter, and (3) the
pixels of the filtered image are converted into binary
values based on a threshold. Pixels brighter than 70% of
the intensity maximum are assigned as being part of the
CME. These points are then used to find the fit for the
conic CME approximation. All detected CME data points
are used and equal weight is given to all data points. The
inversion scheme described by Pulkkinen et al. [2010,
equations 3 and 5] is then used to find the conic para-
meters. It is noted that we use an updated version of the
algorithm described by Pulkkinen et al. [2010]. This modi-
fied version will be documented in detail in another
manuscript under preparation. The new approach is less
likely to get stuck in local minima as the optimization
progresses. By applying a bootstrap method, the auto-
matic approach also provides probability distributions of
the solutions giving one a measure of the confidence with
which the parameters should be applied.
[23] This method is again exclusive to halo and partial
halo CMEs. To provide unique solutions also in cases
when CMEs is originating at W00N00 the automatic
method uses climatological opening angles to weigh the
solution obtained from the inversion. It should be noted
that the method used to extract the area of the CME
cannot distinguish between simultaneously occurring
CME events. Consequently, only single isolated CMETa
b
le
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events can be treated. The input parameters are listed in
Table 3. All parameters were extracted at the location of
the inner boundary of ENLILv2.6, i.e., 21.5 RS.
4.3. Comparison of Parameters
[24] The parameters found using the two methods pre-
sented above are listed in Table 3 and compared in Figure 2.
The most obvious and systematic differences between the
two input parameter methods are that the width found by
the automated method is generally less than that found
by the manual method, and that the speed is typically
lower, especially for fast events. Also these two param-
eters are not correlated (correlation coefficients 0.44 and
0.38, seen in Figure 2). The smaller width found by the
automated method is understandable as the manual
method uses ellipses surrounding the entire outline of the
CME while the automated method uses the cross‐sectional
area. However, results for the automated method using the
CME outline instead of the cross‐sectional area to deter-
mine the width, did not remove this effect. This difference
was also found by Pulkkinen et al. [2010] and they argued
that the values found by the automated method may be
more realistic. The discrepancy in speed was not found by
Pulkkinen et al. [2010], however they also had one event
which was found to be almost 3000 km/s by the manual
method and just over 2000 km/s by the automated method.
For the events chosen here we have two such events found
to have an initial speed of just over and just under
Figure 2. Comparison of the input parameters listed in Table 3 in the same format as Pulkkinen
et al. [2010, Figure 4] for easy comparison. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the points, and
“p‐val” is the probability of achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly distributed
points.
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3000 km/s by the manual method and around 1500 km/s
by the automated method. Disregarding these two CMEs,
the remaining speeds do not differ significantly but the
values found by the manual method are still slightly and
systematically higher. The speeds found by the manual
method range from 844 km/s to 3227 km/s, while the speed
found by the automatedmethod range from 875 (±267) km/s
to 1467 (±307) km/s. The longitude and latitude positions
found by the automated method are typically closer to 0
than the values found by the manual method, perhaps
because the automated method does not artificially force
CMEs origins away from W00N00 as discussed by
Pulkkinen et al. [2010]. Overall, Figure 2 looks remarkably
similar to Pulkkinen et al. [2010, Figure 4] and Taktakishvili
et al. [2011, Figure 1], with the exception of the velocity
comparison by Taktakishvili et al. [2011], where the range
of velocities found using the automated method is much
broader. Also the correlation between the widths found is
much better here, perhaps due to the improvement of the
automated method by applying stochastic tunneling.
5. Results and Discussion
[25] We compare simulations and data by comparing
two basic parameters at each planet, namely arrival time
of the ICME shock front and the maximum dynamic
pressure reached during the ICME passing. At Earth we
also compare the maximum speed and density during the
event, however at Mars we only have a proxy for the total
solar wind dynamic pressure. We use the MGS data at
Mars and the OMNI and GOES data near‐Earth, as
described in section 2. Simulations where the ICME does
not encounter one planet are not included in the statistics
for that planet. As the half‐angle widths found by the
automated method are generally more narrow than those
found by the manual method, the simulations done with
the parameters found by the automated method are less
likely to encounter either planet.
[26] It should be noted that the purpose of this study is
not to obtain the best ENLILv2.6 simulation possible, and
that all the runs here could be improved by fine‐tuning
the background conditions and the input parameters [see,
e.g., Falkenberg et al., 2011] for Event 5, Falkenberg et al. [2010],
and Taktakishvili et al. [2010]). Our purpose is only to asses
the two input parameter methods presented in section 4
against each other. For this reason all remaining param-
eters aside from the parameters found by the two meth-
ods, and the magnetogram used for the specific time
period, were left to their standard values used by the
CCMC.
[27] From the event list (section 2) we see that all of the
shock events identified at Mars in the periods in 2001 and
2003 when Mars and Earth are separated by less than 80°
in heliocentric longitude, are caused by fast halo or partial
halo events (Table 2), with the exception of Events 10b and
10c which are however still wide and fast events. We also
see that all of the shock events identified at Mars in these
periods could be associated with a shock event at Earth
(Table 1).
[28] The events marked in grey in Table 1 that could not
be identified in the SOHO/LASCO catalogue are the only
two events with more than 24 h separating the shock
arrival at Earth and at Mars. They are also the two weakest
particle shock events at Earth, and among the weakest for
both dynamic pressure, speed and density (Table 1). This
implies that these were not halo events seen from Earth,
and may explain why the source of the shock is not evident
in the SOHO/LASCO catalogue. It is however surprising
that the time lapse between the shock arrival at Earth and
Mars is the largest for these two events, as it seems that
these were events which hit Mars full on and only grazed
Earth. Assuming a smooth, curved shock front, the time
lapse between the shock arrival at the two planets should
have been relatively small [Falkenberg et al., 2011].
5.1. Applying Parameters From the Two Input
Parameter Methods
[29] The simulation results using the parameters from
Table 3 are listed in Table 4 together with the satellite data
for both planets, so the data and the two simulations are
easily compared for each event. The overall results show
that while the simulation results in some cases are very
close to the satellite data for one or both planets, others
are much further off. There is no clear tendency for one
input parameter method to yield better results than the
other, and in some cases the results of the two simulations
are very similar. Event 1 fails to encounter Mars for both
simulations, while Event 6 and 8 fails to encounter Mars
only when using the automated method. Both input
parameter methods find Event 1 to be an eastern event
(E33 for the manual method and E20 for the automated
method), while we know Mars was leading Earth by 33°
(Table 1) and is therefore more likely to be hit by a western
event. Earth and Mars are separated by ∼71° during Events
6a and 6b, but the automated method predicts half‐angle
widths of only 33° and 31°. It would therefore not be
possible for the ICMEs in Event 6 to encounter both Mars
and Earth when using the automated method. The prop-
agation direction found for Event 8 by the two methods
was very different (i.e., in corresponding CME origin
notation; E43N12 for the manual method and E12N01 for
the automated method), and the automated method in-
dicates a much narrower ICME (half‐angle width 30°) than
the manual method (half‐angle width 55°). As Mars was
trailing Earth by almost 77° in heliocentric longitude
(Table 1) it is not surprising that the ICME in the simu-
lation using the parameters from the automated method
fails to encounter Mars.
[30] Event 10 is not well replicated with either input
parameter method; the ICME arrived late at both planets.
This is likely due to the fact that only Event 10d was
simulated, and not Events 10a, 10b and 10c (Table 2). An
ICME traveling in the wake of other fast and massive
ICMEs is likely to travel faster, as the solar wind has been
depleted of particles that were swept up by the previous
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ICME, and the following ICME will therefore experience
less drag. Event 10d does not experience this effect in the
simulations presented here, due to the fact that input
parameters could not be found for Events 10a, 10b and 10c
with either input parameter method. Jackson et al. [2008]
presents a study of the 27 and 28 May 2003 CMEs (i.e.,
Events 10a, 10b, 10c and some additional smaller nonhalo
CMEs at this time) using SMEI (Solar Mass Ejection
Imager) data to reconstruct the ICME masses, indicating
that these were the responsible events for the shock seen
on 30 May at Earth and not event 10d, however they also
note that all of these ICMEs merge as the later CMEs have
larger initial speeds than the preceding ones.
[31] In order to get a better picture of how the results
obtained using the two methods compare, the deviations
in arrival time and dynamic pressure between the simu-
lations and the satellite data are shown in Figure 3. The
results for arrival time at both planets are similar for the
two methods, but the range of values in the dynamic
pressure deviation, as well as the error in dynamic pres-
sure prediction, is larger for the manual method at both
planets. Also the simulation using the manual method
parameters arrive earlier. There is also a linear correlation
between the dynamic pressure found by simulations with
the manual method parameters and the automated
method parameters at both planets. This tendency is most
pronounced at Earth: in fact, the correlations are 90.7% for
Mars and 98.3% for Earth, but the slope of the tendency is
above 1, indicating that the dynamic pressure found using
the manual parameters is systematically higher. The event
with very bad dynamic pressure determination at Earth,
for both methods, is Event 13, i.e., the second Halloween
2003 CME. For this ICME we have no satellite data at
Earth and the satellite data used is that reconstructed by
Table 4. Results of the Simulations Using the Parameters Listed in Table 3a
Mars Earth
Arrival Time (UT) Pdyn (nPa) Arrival Time (UT) Pdyn (nPa) Speed (km/s) Density (cm
3)
Event1 data 2001/04/04 21:40 8 04/04 15:00 9.7 800 11.3
Event1 man 04/03 12:00 20 570 38
Event1 auto 04/04 08:24 11 420 39
Event2 data 2001/04/12 11:00 10 04/11 13:40 32 760 38.5
Event2 man 2001/04/12 12:28 72 04/11 14:09 355 1080 191.5
Event2 auto 2001/04/13 02:24 25.1 04/11 20:09 208 840 191
Event3 data 2001/04/19 03:35 2.5 04/18 08:35 19.2 535 40
Event3 man 2001/04/19 04:48 24 04/17 19:55 79 534 166
Event3 auto 2001/04/19 09:36 19 04/17 18:14 105 573 192
Event4 data 2001/09/25 19:55 14 09/25 20:45 39 650 52
Event4 man 2001/09/26 03:50 48 09/25 19:40 118 760 122
Event4 auto 2001/09/27 13:12 17 09/27 00:00 27 455 80
Event5 data 2001/11/20 03:35 12 11/19 18:15 7.5 622 20
Event5 man 2001/11/21 22:19 2 11/19 14:24 12.5 550 25
Event5 auto 2001/11/21 16:48 2.2 11/19 05:45 26.4 650 37.5
Event6 data 2001/12/29 06:30 23.6 12/29 05:25 25 455 80
Event6 man 2001/12/27 17:31 49 12/27 07:12 152 1000 205
Event6 auto 12/27 12:00 61.5 730 142
Event7 data 2001/12/31 18:00 7 12/30 20:15 9.1 700 8
Event7 man 2001/12/31 04:04 22 12/30 03:36 192 1000 120
Event7 auto 2002/01/01 06:00 16 12/30 20:24 109.5 760 139
Event8 data 2002/01/11 06:45 8.8 01/10 16:20 10.7 650 18
Event8 man 2002/01/11 20:09 6.58 01/10 09:36 31.3 900 23
Event8 auto 01/10 08:24 30.8 900 23
Event10 data 2003/05/31 03:45 8 05/30 16:20 23.8 800 25
Event10 man 2003/06/01 00:57 17 05/31 05:45 27 635 41
Event10 auto 2003/06/01 19:40 6.5 05/31 07:12 22 620 37
Event11 data 2003/10/25 09:35 17.5 10/24 15:20 36 600 60
Event11 man 2003/10/26 16:48 8 10/25 19:12 14 540 30
Event11 auto 2003/10/26 13:12 5.7 10/25 18:00 10 500 23
Event12 data 2003/10/30 05:30 21.3 10/29 06:10 56.6 2300 18
Event12 man 2003/10/30 02:24 42 10/29 11:31 240 1250 102
Event12 auto 2003/10/31 03:36 20 10/30 05:16 60 700 75.5
Event13 data 2003/10/31 11:30 20 10/30 20:00 5.4 1800 1
Event13 man 2003/10/31 22:48 17.8 10/31 11:02 90 1150 50
Event13 auto 2003/11/01 07:12 5 10/31 11:16 33 985 26
Event14 data 2003/11/21 04:50 4.5 11/20 08:25 19.6 750 28
Event14 man 2003/11/23 02:24 5.5 11/20 08:38 18.4 740 20
Event14 auto 2003/11/22 16:48 5 11/20 09:07 14 700 18
aListed for each event simulated is the satellite data and the results using the manual method and the automated method. The parameters
listed are the arrival time at both Mars and Earth as well as the maximum dynamic pressure seen during the ICME arrival; for Earth the
maximum speed and density are also given. When no data is listed the simulated ICME did not encounter the planet.
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Lopez et al. [2007]. In this reconstruction there is almost no
density for this second ICME shock arrival, and the
dynamic pressure estimated is therefore very low (1 nPa),
which may be because of bad reconstruction of the data, or
because this event is a special case, since it is a very large
event following another very large event. The model re-
sults for this event should therefore not be given too much
weight.
[32] The average and average absolute error of the values
from Figure 3 are listed in Table 5. Here we see that while
simulations with parameters from both methods generally
arrive too late at Mars, the simulations with the automated
method parameters generally arrive too late at Earth also,
while the simulations with the manual method parameters
arrive too early at Earth. This corresponds to the results
of Taktakishvili et al. [2009, 2011] for the manual method at
Earth. While the arrival time error is comparable using
Figure 3. The deviation (top) in arrival time and (bottom) in the maximum Pdyn reached during the
ICME arrival for (left) Mars and (right) Earth for the two input parameter methods using the param-
eters listed in Table 3.D arrival time is calculated as dataminusmodel, ergo negative values indicate
that the event arrived later in the simulation than in the satellite data. The deviation in Pdyn is cal-
culated as data minus model divided by data, ergo a value of −5 means the dynamic pressure was
overestimated by 5 times in the simulation in relation to the satellite data. “Corr” is the correlation
coefficient of the points, and “p‐val” is the probability of achieving the same correlation coefficient
for randomly distributed points.
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the two different input parameter methods, the dynamic
pressure determination is better when using the auto-
mated method, at both planets, though more significantly
at Earth. The absolute error in arrival time of ∼13.3 h at
Earth for the manual method is double the 6 h average
absolute error found by Taktakishvili et al. [2009], and
the 6.9 error found by Taktakishvili et al. [2011]. Also the
absolute error in arrival time of ∼14.8 h at Earth for the
automated method is worse than the 11.2 h found by
Taktakishvili et al. [2011]. It should be noted that
Taktakishvili et al. [2009] used an earlier version of ENLIL
and Taktakishvili et al. [2011] used an earlier version of the
automated method, without the stochastic tunneling. It
should also be noted that while Taktakishvili et al. [2009]
analyzed nice, easily analyzed halo events only, and
Taktakishvili et al. [2011] also analyzed only strong halo
events, we have here analyzed a set of events which were
not picked because of the clarity of SOHO/LASCO images.
We also see that while the dynamic pressure prediction is
not very good at Earth it is very good at Mars and that the
reason for the bad determination of dynamic pressure at
Earth is the density prediction rather than the speed pre-
diction, as also found by Taktakishvili et al. [2009] and
Falkenberg et al. [2010].
5.2. Evaluation of Using Flare Location as Initial
Direction
[33] Theoretically, if an ICME moves radially from its
point of origin on the solar surface, and if the CME is
associated with a flare, then the flare location should be a
good indication of the direction of the ICME, and could
therefore be used as the direction input in ENLILv2.6.
Temmer et al. [2009] reported that the flare location is a
good proxy of the CME source location and therefore also
of the CME direction if radial propagation is assumed,
based on a study of slower CMEs than those presented
here. Falkenberg et al. [2011] found for the 17 November
2001 CME (Event 5 in this study) that the CME direction
inferred from the flare origin longitude yielded signifi-
cantly improved simulation results compared to the lon-
gitudinal component of the directions found by both the
manual and the automated method. Using the flare origin
longitude as CME direction in this case allowed the ICME
to encounter both Mars and Earth in a manner corre-
sponding to observations, while the simulated ICME
largely missed Mars when using the longitudes found by
both the manual and the automated method.
[34] Figure 4 shows the longitude and latitude found by
the two input parameter methods against the locations of
the assumably related flare events (Table 2). The blue dots
indicate ICMEs that in the simulations encountered both
Mars and Earth, red dots indicate ICMEs that did not
encounter Earth, green dots indicate ICMEs that did not
encounter Mars, and purple dots indicate ICMEs that did
not encounter either planet. ICMEs that did not encounter
Earth in the simulations when using the flare origin as
direction were primarily limb events (∣heliocentric longi-
tude∣ >80°) and very southernly events (heliocentric lati-
tude ∼−20°). The events not encountering Mars were
primarily the same as those not encountering Earth,
however a couple of additional less systematic events are
also evident. The spread in heliocentric longitude is much
larger for the flare locations than for the directions found
by either input parameter method.
[35] The simulation results obtained using the flare lo-
cations from Table 2 and the time, speed and half‐angle
widths from Table 3 are listed in Table 6 together with the
satellite data for both planets, so the data and the two si-
mulations are easily compared for each event. Using the
same direction, the simulations done with the manual
parameters still consistently arrive earlier than the simu-
lations done with the automatic parameters (with the
exception of Event 5) because the speeds found by the
manual method are generally higher than those found by
the automated method. For Event 14 the speed found by
the automated method is slightly higher (1233 km/s) than
that found by the manual method (1193 km/s) however the
ICME using the manual parameters still arrives first when
using the same direction. This could be due to the half‐
angle widths found by the two methods (41° and 71°
respectively) where the simulation using the manual
method parameters has a wider ICME.
[36] Several events fail to encounter one or both planets.
Events 1 and 11 fail to encounter either planet for both
methods. These are both eastern limb events (Table 2) so
this is not very surprising as Mars and Earth are separated
by 33° and 20° in heliocentric longitude respectively. Event
8 only encounters Earth for the manual method, and does
not encounter Mars for either method. This is a W42 flare,
but the half‐angle width found by the automated method
is only 30°, so it is not surprising that the automated
method ICME fails to encounter Earth. Mars is trailing
Earth by 77° and is therefore not likely to be hit by a
western event at all. Events 3 and 7 fail to encounter Earth
for both methods, but does encounter Mars. Again these
events are limb events at W85 and E90 so it is not sur-
prising that they fail to encounter Earth. Mars at these
times is leading Earth slightly (26°) for the western event
and trailing Earth by 72° for the eastern event and it is
Table 5. Average and Average Absolute of the Values Plotted
in Figure 3 as Well as Average and Average Absolute Error of
the Density and Speed at Eartha
Type
Average Error
Average
Absolute Error
Mars Earth Mars Earth
Arrival time (h) Manual −10.166 3.645 19.166 13.253
Automated −23.374 −2.779 23.374 14.840
Pdyn Manual −1.752 −10.364 2.042 10.467
Automated −0.657 −4.416 1.110 4.660
Speed Manual −0.081 0.319
Automated 0.084 0.283
Density Manual −6.188 6.309
Automated −4.366 4.516
aResults of using the parameters from Table 2. Pdyn, speed, and
density are determined by data minus model divided by data.
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therefore quite logical that Mars is encountered by the
ICME in both of these cases, though only grazed in the
case of the western event (Event 3) and therefore arriving
much too late Mars (Table 6). Event 6 fails to encounter
Mars for both methods which is again not surprising as
the flares are western flares (W48 and W54) and Mars is
trailing Earth by 71° (Table 2).
[37] The absolute and absolute error in arrival time and
dynamic pressure between the simulations and the satel-
lite data is plotted in Figure 5, where we see the same
tendencies as we did in Figure 3 though with slightly
fewer data points, as several ICMEs failed to encounter
one or both planets when using the flare location as
direction. Again the second Halloween 2003 CME (Event
13) accounts for the worst for the dynamic pressure pre-
dictions at Earth for both methods. The linear tendencies
in the dynamic pressure deviations are still present, now
with a correlation of 83.4% at Mars and 99.9% at Earth.
The average and average absolute of the values from
Figure 5 are listed in Table 7. We again see the same
Figure 4. (left) The longitude and (right) latitude found by (top) the manual method and (bottom)
the automated method against the flare locations from Table 2. Blue dots indicate ICMEs that
encountered both Mars and Earth, red dots did not encounter Earth, green dots did not encounter
Mars, and purple dots did not encounter either planet. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the
points, and “p‐val” is the probability of achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly
distributed points.
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tendencies as described in section 5.1, however, still based
on fewer data points, allowing Event 13 to influence the
statistics even more.
[38] Overall, no improvement is seen by applying the
flare location as the direction and using the time, speed
and half‐angle widths found by the two input parameter
methods, especially not when considering the importance
of an ICME shock front in fact encountering a planet,
when it was known to do so through satellite data. This
may be due to at least four things.
[39] First, the remaining input parameters should be
recalculated for both input parameter methods, assuming
the direction is now given by the flare location, as the
conic parameters are coupled. This would, for example
mean that limb events must be assumed to be wider than
90° in order to appear as halo events in the SOHO/LASCO
images. This is currently not allowed by either input
parameter method, but is allowed in ENLILv2.6. It would
also affect the radial speeds found by both methods, and
perhaps the start times.
[40] Second, recent STEREO based studies [Kilpua et al.,
2009; Liu et al., 2010; Pomoell et al., 2010; Byrne et al., 2010]
have indicated that ICMEs are deflected latitudinally
toward the Sun’s equator, implying that while the helio-
centric longitude of the flares may indicate the ICME
direction, the heliocentric latitude of the flare should
largely be ignored and a heliocentric latitude close to the
equator should be used. These studies are, however,
mainly based on slow, less massive CMEs due to the
operation period of STEREO and the lack of fast and
massive CME events in recent years. The possible
deflection of the CMEs is somewhat corrected for by using
Table 6. Results of the Simulations Using the Flare Locations From Table 2 and the Speed and Half‐Angle Width Listed in
Table 3a
Mars Earth
Arrival Time (UT) Pdyn (nPa) Arrival Time (UT) Pdyn (nPa) Speed (km/s) Density (cm
3)
Event1 data 2001/04/04 21:40 8 04/04 15:00 9.7 800 11.3
Event1 man
Event1 auto
Event2 data 2001/04/12 11:00 10 04/11 13:40 32 760 38.5
Event2 man 2001/04/12 17:16 42.2 04/11 15:21 168 975 105.5
Event2 auto 2001/04/13 09:36 12.3 04/11 22:33 75.2 810 89
Event3 data 2001/04/19 03:35 2.5 04/18 08:35 19.2 535 40
Event3 man 2001/04/21 04:48 3.1
Event3 auto 2001/04/21 06:00 2.8
Event4 data 2001/09/25 19:55 14 09/25 20:45 39 650 52
Event4 man 2001/09/26 03:50 49.2 09/25 17:38 140.2 805 129
Event4 auto 2001/09/27 15:21 16 09/27 00:00 26 445 79
Event5 data 2001/11/20 03:35 12 11/19 18:15 7.5 622 20
Event5 man 2001/11/21 06:57 4.8 11/20 04:33 2.7 445 8.2
Event5 auto 2001/11/20 18:28 6.6 11/19 22:33 3.8 461 10.5
Event6 data 2001/12/29 06:30 23.6 12/29 05:25 25 455 80
Event6 man 12/27 09:36 115.3 830 190
Event6 auto 12/30 06:00 14.2 580 52.5
Event7 data 2001/12/31 18:00 7 12/30 20:15 9.1 700 8
Event7 man 2001/12/31 00:00 52
Event7 auto 2002/01/01 04:48 23
Event8 data 2002/01/11 06:45 8.8 01/10 16:20 10.7 650 18
Event8 man 01/10 07:40 39.5 940 26.8
Event8 auto
Event10 data 2003/05/31 03:45 8 05/30 16:20 23.8 800 25
Event10 man 2003/06/01 00:00 17.6 05/31 00:00 44.5 722 51
Event10 auto 2003/06/01 18:28 10.8 05/31 20:02 8.7 585 19
Event11 data 2003/10/25 09:35 17.5 10/24 15:20 36 600 60
Event11 man
Event11 auto
Event12 data 2003/10/30 05:30 21.3 10/29 06:10 56.6 2300 18
Event12 man 2003/10/29 22:48 71.8 10/29 10:33 266 1300 104.6
Event12 auto 2003/10/31 07:26 15 10/30 06:14 57 675 74
Event13 data 2003/10/31 11:30 20 10/30 20:00 5.4 1800 1
Event13 man 2003/10/31 21:36 18.4 10/31 08:24 91.2 1150 51.4
Event13 auto 2003/11/01 08:24 4.4 10/31 12:00 31 957 25.5
Event14 data 2003/11/21 04:50 4.5 11/20 08:25 19.6 750 28
Event14 man 2003/11/21 11:24 12.4 11/20 05:39 32.8 815 32.3
Event14 auto 2003/11/21 21:36 8.4 11/20 09:50 16 684 22.7
aListed for each event simulated is the satellite data and the results using the manual method and the automated method. The parameters
listed are the arrival time at both Mars and Earth as well as the maximum dynamic pressure seen during the ICME arrival, and for Earth
the maximum speed and density are also given. When no data is listed the simulated ICME did not encounter the planet.
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the SOHO/LASCO C3 images which have a larger field of
view (∼37 RS).
[41] Third, perhaps the CMEs do not propagate radially,
or are deflected significantly in the inner heliosphere (i.e.,
below the inner boundary of ENLILv2.6 of 21.5 RS), so that
the flare location is therefore not a good indication of the
ICME direction. Again this is somewhat corrected for by
using the larger field of view SOHO/LASCO C3 images.
[42] Fourth, possible ICME structure is not taken into
account in ENLILv2.6, e.g., the density may not be evenly
distributed in the ICME shockfront, and the magnetic
cloud is not included in the simulations.
[43] One should also be aware that the CME/flare rela-
tion for Events 6a and 8a is a little uncertain as these flares
were not found to be related to the CMEs by Gopalswamy
et al. [2007].
Figure 5. The deviation (top) in arrival time and (bottom) in the maximum Pdyn reached during the
ICME arrival for (left) Mars and (right) Earth using the flare locations from Table 2 and the speed
and half‐angle width listed in Table 3. D arrival time is calculated as data minus model, ergo
negative values indicate that the event arrived later in the simulation than in the satellite data. The
deviation in Pdyn is calculated as data minus model divided by data, ergo a value of −5 means the
dynamic pressure was overestimated by 5 times in the simulation in relation to the satellite data.
“Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the points, and “p‐val” is the probability of achieving the
same correlation coefficient for randomly distributed points.
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5.3. Using SOHO/LASCO Catalogue Speed at 20 Rs
[44] The speeds found by the two input methods are
often lower than those listed in the SOHO/LASCO cata-
logue at 20 RS [Gopalswamy et al., 2009; Yashiro et al., 2004]
(Figure 6) especially for the automated method. The
SOHO/LASCO catalogue speed is based on height‐time
measurements of SOHO/LASCO images and is therefore
the plane‐of‐sky speed. Geometrically the radial speed
will always be higher, or at least equal to, the plane‐of‐sky
speed when assuming a cone‐like propagation [Michałek
et al., 2003]. The effect is larger for events marked as fast
in the SOHO/LASCO catalogue (Figure 6).
[45] The SOHO/LASCO speeds are found as pure
height‐time measurements of the leading edge of the
CME, i.e., they measure the height of the fastest moving
part of the CME in the SOHO/LASCO C2 and C3 images
[Gopalswamy et al., 2009; Yashiro et al., 2004]. The two input
parameter methods, respectively, draw ellipses around
the outline and fit a cone to them, and digitally determines
the CME area and fits a cone‐like feature to this. Fitting a
cone to the CME area in the SOHO/LASCO images means
that outliers are less influential on the results, and a small
fast moving parts, on which the SOHO/LASCO speed is
based, may not be attributing much to the results of the
automated method. Drawing ellipses around the outline
means that you are more likely to include smaller fast
moving features and these are contributing significantly to
the results, if included. The manual method therefore
corresponds better to the method used to find SOHO/
LASCO 20 RS speeds. Michałek et al. [2003] reported that
using their input parameter method, the radial speed on
average was 20% higher than the SOHO/LASCO plane‐
of‐sky speed. Reiner et al. [2003] reported, based on in situ
observations of two halo CMEs, the radial speed to be 1.4
times higher than the SOHO/LASCO plane‐of‐sky speed.
The speeds found by the manual method are on average
9% lower and the speeds found by the automated method
are 26% lower than the 20 RS speed from the SOHO/
LASCO catalogue, for the events treated here. One must
attribute this discrepancy to the fact that the two input
parameters do not find the plane‐of‐sky speed, however
it seems that both input parameter methods underesti-
mate the speed of CMEs. For the manual method, some
speeds seem to be vastly overestimated (Figure 6), while
others are vastly underestimated. For the automated
method, speeds of events with SOHO/LASCO 20 RS
speeds of ≤1500 km/s correspond well within the uncer-
tainty of the automated method, however for faster
events, the automated method seems to underestimate
the speed significantly.
[46] We tried to estimate, for each simulation in Table 4,
whether changing the speed toward the SOHO/LASCO
catalogue 20 RS speed (i.e., make the event faster or
slower) would in fact improve the arrival time in the
simulation at either planet. The results are shown in
Tables 8 and 9 for the manual and automated method,
respectively. For the automated method, we see that the
arrival time at both planets would generally be improved
by changing the initial speed in the direction of the
SOHO/LASCO 20 RS speed (i.e., increasing or decreasing
the speed), which for all events, except Event 3a, means
increasing the speed. Event 3a is also the only event not
improved at Mars for the automated method. This reflects,
as Table 5 showed, that when applying the automated
method, the ICME always arrived late at Mars, and gen-
erally late at Earth. For the manual method the arrival
time would be improved in general for Mars by changing
the initial speed in the direction of the SOHO/LASCO 20
RS speed, while at Earth, five events would be improved
while seven would not. For the manual method changing
the speed toward the SOHO/LASCO 20 RS speed does not
always mean increasing the speed and the results are
therefore more varied, also the simulations with the
manual method parameters in general arrive late at Mars
and early at Earth and it is therefore expected that
changing the speed in either direction can not generally
improve the arrival time at both planets. In summary, the
speeds found by the automated method seem to be un-
derestimated, while the speeds found from the manual
method are too variable to be improved on easily.
5.4. CME Width
[47] As discussed in section 5.3, the SOHO/LASCO
catalogue speeds are all plane‐of‐sky speed and should
therefore, theoretically be lower than the true radial CME
speeds. From the results presented in sections 5.1 and 5.2,
it seems that assuming a speed ∼20% higher than the
SOHO/LASCO RS speed, would yield simulations arriving
much too early at Earth. Assuming that the SOHO/LASCO
RS speed is the actual CME speed entails assuming that the
expansion speed ’ the radial speed, i.e. the event must be
very wide. Pulkkinen et al. [2010] use a climatological value
of 30° for the half‐width of the ICMEs based on the sta-
tistics presented by St. Cyr et al. [2000] and Yashiro et al.
[2004]. Both of these statistics where based on nonhalo
CMEs exclusively, and Yashiro et al. [2004] even notes that
halo CMEs are expected to be much faster andmuch wider
Table 7. Average and Average Absolute of the Values Plotted
in Figure 5 as Well as Average and Average Absolute Error of
the Density and Speed at Eartha
Type
Average Error
Average
Absolute Error
Mars Earth Mars Earth
Arrival time (h) Manual −11.448 1.953 16.941 10.071
Automated −27.155 −16.793 27.155 16.793
Pdyn Manual −1.894 −11.866 2.045 12.009
Automated −0.274 −3.629 0.613 4.208
Speed Manual −0.078 0.340
Automated 0.221 0.306
Density Manual −6.767 6.898
Automated −3.524 3.836
aResults of using the flare locations from Table 2 and the speed and
half‐angle width listed in Table 3. Pdyn, speed, and density are
determined by data minus model divided by data.
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than nonhalo CMEs, a finding supported byMichałek et al.
[2003] who finds the average half‐angle width of halo
CMEs to be 60°. The climatological value in the automated
method is, however, only used to stabilize solutions (e.g.,
for events originating close to W00N00), and running the
automated method with a climatological value of 60° had
almost no impact on the input parameters. As both input
parameter methods are only valid for halo CMEs, the
larger widths found from by the manual method seem
more realistic. This is confirmed by the fact that more
shock events fail to encounter both planets, as expected
from the data, for the simulations done with the automated
method parameters compared to simulations done with
the manual method parameters.
5.5. Background Features
[48] Event 6 is an interesting case because the shock
arrived almost simultaneously at Earth and Mars (Table 1).
In the only simulation which encounters both planets for
this event, the simulation done using the parameters from
the manual method listed in Table 3, the event also en-
counters Earth and Mars almost simultaneously, although
almost 2 days too early (red line in Figure 7). The feature
present in the simulations at Mars data prior to the shock
arrival is also present in the simulation using the auto-
mated method parameters, even though that ICME does
not encounter Mars. From the actual propagation of the
ICMEs (Figure 8) it is clear that this feature is a high speed
stream present in the background solar wind. It is this
feature that enables the simulation done with the manual
method parameters to arrive almost simultaneously at the
two planets, because the part of the ICME shock front that
interacts with the high speed stream propagates faster.
Figure 8 also shows us that while Event 6a does encounter
Mars in the simulation with the manual method param-
eters, Event 6b does not. In both simulations, Events 6a
and 6b are virtually merged and arrive almost simulta-
neously at Earth, however, there is clear evidence in the
simulations of two ICMEs arriving. We also see clearly
why the ICMEs specified by the automated method
parameters could never encounter both Earth and Mars
due to their width. Event 4 also encounters Mars and
Earth almost simultaneously (Table 1), in fact it seems to
arrive at Mars approximately a half an hour earlier. Again
a high‐speed stream is present in the simulation, however
for this event the effect of the high‐speed stream in the
simulations is not enough for the simulations to replicate
the simultaneous arrival at the two planets.
Figure 6. Comparison of the speed found by (left) the manual method and (right) the automated
method to the SOHO/LASCO catalogue speed at 20 RS. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the
points, and “p‐val” is the probability of achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly dis-
tributed points.
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[49] Event 4 and 6 are very good examples of the
importance of the background features in the solar wind
to ICME propagation. Features like high speed streams or
current sheet crossings can dramatically affect both the
shape and the propagation of a simulated ICME, it is
therefore important to consider these phenomena when
trying to produce a best‐fit simulation. ENLILv2.6 does
allow the user to interfere with the background solar wind
conditions, though this option is not directly available
through the CCMC interface. Another factor is the back-
ground solar wind input to ENLILv2.6, in this study the
WSAv1.6 model using MWO magnetograms (or in the
case of Events 3, 6 and 7, the MAS model). Here both
the quality of the magnetogram in question is an issue,
but also the performance of the model. We leave this
subject to future efforts.
5.6. Between Earth and Mars
[50] The results presented in section 5.1 show that for
the manual method, shock arrival is usually early at Earth
Table 8. Estimation of Whether Changing the Speed Found by the Manual Method Toward the SOHO/LASCO Catalogue
Speed at 20 RS Would Improve the Arrival Time at Either Mars or Earth
a
D Arrival
Time, Mars (h)
D Arrival
Time, Earth (h)
Input Speed
(km/s)
SOHO/LASCO
Speed at
20 Rs (km/s)
Improve
at Mars
Improve
at Earth
Event1a 27 1750 1549 y
Event2a 895 1198
Event2b −1.44 −0.48 1638 2974 n n
Event3a −1.2 12.648 1232 1064 n y
Event4a −7.92 1.08 3227 2500 n n
Event5a −42.72 3.84 844 1350 y n
Event6a 1420 1778
Event6b 36.96 46.188 1791 1295 y y
Event7a 13.92 16.68 1691 2226 n n
Event8a −13.44 2.4 1213 1977 y n
Event10a −21.192 −13.44 1121 1184 s s
Event11a −31.2 −27.84 975 1350 y y
Event12a 3.12 −5.328 2868 2268 y n
Event13a −11.28 −15.12 1390 1519 y y
Event14a −45.6 −0.24 1193 1656 y n
Total improved 7y 4n 5y 7n
aY denotes yes, n denotes no, and s denotes same. If no answer is listed the ICME in the simulation did not encounter the planet or the event
in question is a merged shock, that is, two CMEs are attributed to the same shock front and therefore only one D arrival time is available. If D
arrival time in the original simulation was less than 1.5 h, we estimate that the results would not be improved by changing the initial CME speed
in the simulation. The total improved row sums up the number of yes and no answers in the rows above for each planet.
Table 9. Estimation of Whether Changing the Speed Found by the Automated Method Toward the SOHO/LASCO Catalogue
Speed at 20 RS Would Improve the Arrival Time at Either Mars or Earth
a
D Arrival
Time, Mars (h)
D Arrival
Time, Earth (h)
Input Speed
(km/s)
SOHO/LASCO
Speed at
20 Rs (km/s)
Improve
at Mars
Improve
at Earth
Event1a 6.60 1281 1549 n
Event2a 1009 1198
Event2b −15.36 −6.48 1273 2974 y y
Event3a −6.00 14.33 1180 1064 n y
Event4a −41.28 −27.24 1390 2500 y y
Event5a −37.20 12.48 1142 1350 y n
Event6a 1467 1778
Event6b 41.39 1002 1295 n
Event7a −12.00 −0.12 917 2226 y n
Event8a 3.60 1170 1977 n
Event10a −39.91 −14.88 875 1184 y y
Event11a −27.60 −26.64 1254 1350 y y
Event12a −22.08 −23.09 1419 2268 y y
Event13a −19.68 −15.36 1349 1519 y y
Event14a −36.00 −0.72 1233 1656 y n
Total improved 9y 1n 7y 6n
aY denotes yes and n denotes no. If no answer is listed the ICME in the simulation did not encounter the planet or the event in question is a
merged shock, that is, two CMEs are attributed to the same shock front and therefore only one D arrival time is available. IfD arrival time in the
original simulation was less than 1.5 h, we estimate that the results would not be improved by changing the initial CME speed in the simulation.
The total improved row sums up the number of yes and no answers in the rows above for each planet.
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and late at Mars. For the automated method the shock
arrival is usually late at both planets, however much more
so at Mars than Earth. This indicates that generally the
travel time between Earth and Mars is overestimated in
ENLILv2.6 using either input parameter method. As a first
order approximation one would assume that the time
lapse between shock arrival at the two planets should be
approximately equal to the radial distance divided by the
speed measured at Earth, and the radial distance between
Earth and Mars is approximately 0.5 AU varying slightly
through the orbit of both planets. The average radial dis-
tance between Mars and Earth for the events studied
here is 0.46 AU. If we use the predicted arrival times by
ENLILv2.6 with either input parameter method and the
predicted speed at Earth (Figure 9, top) it seems that the
time lapse between shock arrival at Earth and Mars is
approximately equal to radial distance divided by speed at
Earth in the ENLILv2.6 simulations. Deviations reflect the
fact that ICME shocks are curved and encounter the two
planets differently depending ICME width and direction
as well as the location of the planets. Comparing the time
lapse between the predicted shock arrival at Earth and
Mars to the measured time lapse (Figure 9, bottom), it
does in fact take too long between the shock arrival at
Earth and Mars in the simulations compared to what was
measured. If we compare themeasured time lapse between
shock arrival at Earth and Mars to the radial distance
divided by speedmeasured at Earth (Figure 10), we see that
the ICME shocks do in fact have a shorter time lapse
between shock arrival at Earth and Mars than what would
be expected from the speeds measured at Earth. Again
one must consider that a shock front is a curved structure
of a certain width where, perhaps, one part travels faster
than the rest (see, e.g., section 5.5), but it is notable that the
Figure 7. Data and simulations for Event 6. From top to bottom, the panels show OMNI data from
near Earth (top two panels), the dynamic pressure calculated from the OMNI data, GOES data, the
pressure proxy at Mars calculated from MGS magnetic field measurements, and the background
count rate from the MGS ER instrument. The red line shows the simulation done with the manual
method parameters from Table 3, and the black line shows the simulation done with the automated
method parameters from Table 3. The GOES energy channels are (from top to bottom) 0.8–4 MeV,
4–9 MeV, 9–15 MeV, 15–40 MeV, 40–80 MeV, 80–165 MeV, and 165–500 MeV. Spurious data points
are seen in the highest energy channels; these should be ignored.
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actual travel time from Earth to Mars is so much lower
than radial distance divided by speed measured at Earth
in all but 2 of the events studied here. The average dis-
tance the ICMEs would have traveled in the time it took
between the shock arrival at Mars and the shock arrival at
Earth, based on their speeds measured at Earth, is 0.37 AU,
i.e., 81% of 0.46 AU, for the events presented here (this is
not counting Event 4 where the shock arrived at Mars
before it arrived at Earth). This could perhaps be because
the ICME is still expanding at this point, which has earlier
been proposed from multipoint studies of ICMEs [Farrugia
et al., 1995; Jian et al., 2008]. A large part of this effect could
also be attributed the curvature of ICME shock fronts if
one assumes that the majority of the events studied here
were in fact directed toward Mars. Assuming that the
majority of the events studied here were directed toward
Mars may be a plausible assumption considering that only
16 shocks were identified in the periods of 2001 and 2003
when Earth and Mars were separated by less than 80° in
heliocentric longitude. This would indicate that our criteria
for shock detection at Mars only finds very strong shocks
caused by fast and massive ICMEs hitting Mars more or
less full on.
[51] It is also notable that the dynamic pressure pre-
diction at Mars corresponds so much better to observa-
tions than at Earth (section 5.1). From Figure 1, the
dynamic pressure proxy measured at Mars is approxi-
mately 1/r2 of the dynamic pressure measured at Earth.
We use the average radial distance to Mars for the events
studied here, i.e. 1.45 AU. If we make a similar plot of the
predictions of dynamic pressure made by ENLILv2.6 with
the two input parameter methods (Figure 11) we see that
the pressure in ENLILv2.6 at Mars does in fact fall off
faster than 1/r2. Again one should remember that the
direction and width of the ICME plays a large role here, as
well as the location of the two planets, however, one
would still expect the results to resemble those in Figure 1.
6. Conclusions
[52] We have performed at study of ICME propagation
and prediction capabilities. We have tested the results of
running ENLILv2.6 with CME input parameters from
both the manual method presented by Xie et al. [2004]
and the automated method presented by Pulkkinen et al.
[2010] for 15 ICMEs, based on shock events identified at
Mars using MGS data in periods in 2001 and 2003 when
Earth and Mars were separated by less than 80°. We find
the following.
Figure 8. Snapshots of simulations for Events 6a and 6b done with (left) themanual method param-
eters from Table 3 and (right) the automated method parameters from Table 3. Plot shows dynamic
pressure in the ecliptic plane. Note that the dates for the two images are different, the one for the
automated method parameters (Figure 8, right) being a day later than the one for the manual
method parameters (Figure 8, left).
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[53] 1. The results obtained from ENLILv2.6 simulations
using input parameters found by the manual method and
the automated method do not differ greatly. However, in 3
of 13 simulations the simulations with the automated
parameters fails to encounter both planets due to a smaller
ICME width. Simulations with the manual parameters
only fails to encounter both planets in one simulation. The
arrival time prediction for both methods is similar, though
slightly better for the manual method, with an average
absolute error of about 13.3 h and 14.8 h at Earth, and
19 h and 28 h at Mars, for the manual and automated
methods respectively. The difference in arrival time pre-
diction at Mars is not statistically significant. Both methods
generally predict ICME shocks that arrive too late at Mars.
Figure 9. Time lapse between shock arrival at Earth and Mars in ENLILv2.6 using (left) manual
method input parameters and (right) automated method input parameters against (top) radial dis-
tance divided by speed predicted at Earth and (bottom) the measured time lapse between shock
arrival at Earth and Mars using OMNI and MGS data, respectively. Values used are listed in
Table 4. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the points, and “p‐val” is the probability of
achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly distributed points.
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The manual method statistically predicts too early ICME
arrival at Earth whereas the automated method predicts
too late arrival. The dynamic pressure found by the auto-
mated method is generally lower at both Earth and Mars,
and is better predicted by ENLILv2.6 when using the
parameters from the automated method. We also find that
in general both the width and the speed are under-
estimated by the automated method, and that the speed
found by the manual method compared to the SOHO/
LASCO plane‐of‐sky speed, varies in a nonsystematic way
compared to the errors in arrival time observed here.
[54] 2. Using the flare location as direction of the ICME
and leaving the remaining parameters found by the two
input parameter methods intact, does generally not
improve the results. Not only did several ICMEs fail to
encounter Mars or Earth or both, for both input parameter
methods, but the ones that did encounter the planets did
not result in a statistical improvement of the results. This
may be due to the fact that the direction of propagation
should be taken into consideration before determining the
remaining input parameters in order to truly avoid pro-
jection effects. This will be a subject for further studies.
Also, limb events which are known to encounter Earth,
must either be assumed to be very wide, or to have
changed direction relative to their site of origin.
[55] 3. Changing the radial speed estimated by the two
input parameter methods toward the SOHO/LASCO cat-
alogue plane‐of‐sky speed at 20 RS, would seem to be able
to improve the simulation arrival time results. This is true
for the automated method at both planets and for the
manual method at Mars. For the manual method at Earth,
changing the speed would theoretically have improved
about half of the simulations.
[56] 4. The 14 shock events identified at Mars, in which
we could identify the source of the shock, were caused by
fast halo or partial halo events, with the exception of
Events 10b and 10c which were still wide and fast events.
We also see that all of the 16 shock events identified at
Mars in these periods could be associated with a shock
event at Earth. The short time lapse between shock arrival
at Earth and Mars for these events and the number of
shocks identified, indicate that we only identify very
strong shocks at Mars, and the majority of the events were
directed toward Mars.
[57] 5. Background features in the solar wind, in com-
bination with the imposed ICME/planet configuration,
have a large influence on ICME propagation, i.e., the
presence of high‐speed streams can enable an ICME to
arrive simultaneously at Earth and Mars.
Figure 10. Time lapse between shock arrival at Earth and Mars using OMNI and MGS data,
respectively, against radial distance divided by speed measured at Earth. Values used are listed
in Table 1. “Corr” is the correlation coefficient of the points, and “p‐val” is the probability of
achieving the same correlation coefficient for randomly distributed points.
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[58] 6. The time lapse between the shock arrival at Earth
and Mars in situ data is less than what was expected from
simulations. This may be because the events studied here
are primarily events directed toward Mars, or the ICMEs
are in fact accelerated between Earth and Mars.
[59] This work will be applied to improve the methods
for finding initial transient (CME) parameters used by
WSA/ENLIL. Due to the significant role that ICMEs play
in driving space weather, improving the methods for
finding accurate CME input parameters has major impli-
cation from space weather modeling and forecasting
viewpoints. For example, understanding ICME and SEP
arrival at Mars will be crucial for future Mars‐bound
manned and robotic missions. Further, being able to
model ICME propagation accurately may also help to
better understand observational data anomalies experi-
enced by both Mars and interplanetary space science
missions.
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